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SUGGESTION IN SUPPORT OF APPEAL
on the issue of
WHETHER HON. JUDGE MICHAEL W. MANNERS
ABUSED HIS DISCRETION IN ISSUING A FINAL JUDGMENT
REGARDING FEWER THAN ALL PARTIES UNDER RULE 74.01
Comes now, the plaintiff/appellant Samuel K. Lipari appearing pro se and
respectfully provides the following suggestions in support of proceeding with the
appeal timely docketed with this court.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

The appellant informed the parties and this court via his Aug. 13th, 2008

Notice of Appeal that the trial court had entered judgment on some but not all
parties and claims. See Notice of Appeal lgl. file v. 4, pg. 673.
2.

The appellant’s Notice of Appeal apprised the parties and court of this fact

in the notice’s opening on page 1 (lgl. file v. 4, pg. 673), the notice’s statement of
facts paragraphs 1 and 2 on page 2 (lgl. file v. 4, pg. 674) and in the notice’s
accompanying suggestion of law stating the applicability of Rule 74.01 (b) (lgl.
file v. 4, pg. 674-5).
3.

None of the parties to the appeal filed or served on the trial court, the

appellant or this court an objection, response or other post trial motion.
4.

In an extra-judicial communication to this court dated August 21, 2008,

Peter F. Daniel an attorney for the defendant Lathrop & Gage L.C. sent a letter
(lgl. file v. 4, pg. 678) on Lathrop & Gage L.C.’s business correspondence
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stationary addressed to the clerk of this court informing him that the trial court had
entered judgment on some but not all parties and claims.
5.

Neither Peter F. Daniel or the defendants Lathrop & Gage L.C. or Robert J.

Zollars are parties to this appeal.
6.

No pre appeal motion has been served upon the appellant.
SUGGESTIONS OF LAW
The appellant’s petition describes in detail how the defendants repeatedly

deprived the appellant of legal representation from Missouri attorneys for the
purpose of depriving the plaintiff of his right to enter the market for hospital
supplies in Missouri, to take the appellant’s property and to prevent the appellant
from effectively asserting any claims that would permit price lowering
competition in hospital supplies for Missouri’s hospitals.
The appellant responded to the motions to dismiss effectively overcoming
the challenges to in personam jurisdiction with a judgment over conflicting
affidavits of facts and records exhibits related to establishing jurisdiction in the
appellant’s favor. See (lgl. file v. 4, pg. 598-600; v. 4 643-670). The defendants
have not counter appealed. The appellant respectfully believes that the trial
court’s granting of the dismissals for failure to state a claim under Rule
55.27(a)(6) was in error and made a timely notice of appeal from the final
judgment entered on fewer than all the parties and claims.
The point relied upon for purposes of this suggestion supporting the
jurisdiction of the Western District Court over the plaintiff’s appeal is that the trial
2

court did not err in issuing a final judgment on fewer than all parties and claims
and cannot be reversed by the Western District of Missouri over the his discretion
to dispatch complete judicial units through an order expressly stating judgment
and dismissal with prejudice.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
The standard for reviewing a trial court’s determination an order is final
regarding a party or claims under Rule 74.01(b) is abuse of discretion. See
Committee for Educational Equality v. State, 878 S.W.2d 446 (Mo., 1994).
Appeals are governed by statute: "The right to appeal is purely statutory
and, where a statute does not give a right to appeal, no right exists." RiversideQuindaro Bend Levee Dist. v. Intercont'l Eng'g Mfg., 121 S.W.3d 531, 532 (Mo.
banc 2003); see also Rule 81.01.
Missouri Rule 74.01(a) defines “judgment” by listing a broad range of
filings or entries by a judge that qualify as a judgment: “includes a decree and any
order from which an appeal lies” id. Since the appellant’s petition stated “more
than one claim for relief” and the petition states claims against “multiple parties”
Missouri Rule 74.01(b) also applies. Under Rule 74.01(b) the court may ‘enter a
judgment as to one or more but fewer than all of the claims or parties only upon an
express determination that there is no just reason for delay.”id.
Neither the memorandum and order of judgment or the online case docket
entry of Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners explains his complex reasoning for
denying the defendants’ motions for dismissals based on lack of in personam
3

jurisdiction but instead grants the defendants’ motions for dismissals on the basis
of the failure of the petition to state a claim. In fact, not one word is devoted to
explaining these findings of law and fact. However, it is clear from the written
order that Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners was supremely familiar with the
requirements for entering final judgments on fewer than all parties in an action
before the conclusion of the litigation under Rule 74.01(b).
Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners efficiently and concisely provided the
parties and any reviewing court with notice that he has made findings and has
adopted specific motions for dismissal. Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners’ order
specifies it is applicable only to the parties named as dismissed, excluding the
defendants Robert J. Zollars and Lathrop & Gage LLC, and terminating the
plaintiff’s action against the remainder of the parties. The court’s order expressly
states “JUDGEMENT” and is captioned as such (lgl. file v. 4 at pg. 671)
“DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE”. See lgl. file v. 4 at pg. 672. The judgment is
final under Rule 74.01, the order is denominated "judgment" or "decree." City of
St. Louis v. Hughes, 950 S.W.2d 850, 853 (Mo. banc 1997). This court has stated
“…an order of the court must be denominated a "judgment" to be considered
final.” (citing City of St. Louis) Davis v. Department of Social Services Div of
Child Support, 15 S.W.3d 42 (Mo. App.W.D., 2000).
Under the controlling precedent of the Western District court the ruling
over the plaintiff’s claims against the dismissed parties is a final judgment
terminating their judicial units: “Termination is effected by a final judgment on the
4

merits, a dismissal by the court with prejudice, or by abandonment of the action.”
Arana v. Reed, 793 S.W.2d 224 at 226 (Mo. App.W.D., 1990).
The trial court’s designation of a final judgment by expressly stating
“JUDGEMENT” and “DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE” was clearly established
under controlling law and within Hon. Judge Michael Manners’ discretion as a
determination he could only make if he had decided there was “no just reason for
delay” under Rule 74.01(b). Under the Luecke dependency test so long as the
remaining claims are not "dependent in any respect upon the outcome of or final
disposition of" the judgment rendered, that judgment is final without need for the
trial court to so designate.' Luecke v. Missouri Dep't of Conservation, 674 S.W.2d
691, 692 (Mo.App.1984).
The Hon. Judge Michael Manners’s order disposes of distinct "judicial
unit[s]," defined as "the final judgment on a claim, and not a ruling on some of
several issues arising out of the same transaction or occurrence which does not
dispose of the claim." Penn-Am. Ins. Co. v. The Bar, Inc., 201 S.W.3d 91, 95 (Mo.
App. 2006); See also Bell Scott, LLC v. Wood, Wood, & Wood Invs., Inc., 169
S.W.3d 552, 554 (Mo. App. 2005) (stating that only a judgment disposing of a
"judicial unit" can be certified for early appeal under Rule 74.01(b)) as the
Western District court observed in Gash v. Lafayette County, No. WD 65589 at fn.
3 (Mo. App. 2/6/2007).
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The trial court in Wall USA, Inc. v. City of Ballwin, 82 S.W.3d 201 (Mo.
App., 2001) was found to have abused its discretion by not complying with Rule
74.01(b) because the court’s written order “did not label or title it a
‘judgment.’"Id. and concerned less than a complete judicial unit or claim id. at pg.
202 and did not differentiate between a finding against a separate party that was
expressly stated to be a “judgment” Id. at pg. 203. The written order of Hon. Judge
Michael W. Manners demonstrates the court’s knowledge of the requirements for
validly finding “no just reason for delay” and clearly avoided the defects in Wall
USA 82 S.W.3d 201.
The order of judgment by Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners carefully
separates the defendants’ motions by parties into discrete entries or units, despite
the plaintiff’s repeated motions and best efforts to consolidate the adjudication of
the dismissals. See lgl. file v. 2, pg. 304-307; v. 2 pg. 336; v. 2 pg. 347-348; v. 4
pg. 577-583.
In entering the judgments by units of claims, Hon. Judge Michael W.
Manners clearly knew he was meeting the Missouri Supreme Court’s guidance on
making a judgment final stating that "a judgment is final only when it disposes of
a `distinct judicial unit.'" See Lumbermen Mutual Casualty v. Thornton, 36 S.W.3d
398, 402 (Mo.App. 2000)., citing Gibson v. Brewer, 952 S.W.2d 239, 244 (Mo.
banc 1997). The term "distinct judicial unit" means "the final judgment on a claim,
and not a ruling on some of several issues arising out of the same transaction or
6

occurrence which does not dispose of the claim." Gibson v. Brewer, 952 S.W.2d
239, 244 (Mo. banc 1997), quoting State ex rel. State Hwy. Comm'n. v. Smith, 303
S.W.2d 120, 123 (Mo.1957). "It is `differing,' `separate,' `distinct' transactions or
occurrences that permit a separately appealable judgment, not differing legal
theories or issues presented for recovery on the same claim." Id.
The Eastern District observed that where claims remain against a party, a
separately appealable judgment has not been made: “Unlike the Gibson case,
where the court dismissed all counts against one party, no party in the instant case
has been entirely discharged from the litigation because the buyer's claim for
damages, costs, and attorney's fees from the interpleaded funds remains pending in
the trial court.” Bannister v. Pulaski Financial Corp., No. ED 90492 (Mo. App.
6/17/2008).
The Bannister court also stated: “For certification pursuant to Rule
74.01(b), the trial court's decision must dispose of a minimum of one claim. Rule
74.01(b); Comm. for Educ. Equal., 878 S.W.2d at 450; Columbia, 200 S.W.3d at
550. A judgment that resolves fewer than all legal issues as to any single claim is
not final despite the trial court's designation under Rule 74.01(b). Id.” Bannister,
No. ED 90492 at pg. 1.
The Western District court has recognized Rule 74.01(b) can be invoked by
a trial court where multiple claims or parties are involved and one complete claim
is fully adjudicated, Pen-Yan Inv., Inc. v. Boyd Kansas City, Inc. 952 S.W.2d 299,
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308 (Mo. App. 1997) and in Jones v. Housing Authority of Kansas City, Case
Number WD61700 (Mo. App. 11/4/2003).
The Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners’ order demonstrates he knew he was
extinguishing all claims against each dismissed party, meeting the requirements of
Rule 74.01(b) and that his determination that there is no just reason for delay
inherent in the “DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE” designation under the above
controlling Missouri Supreme Court cases Committee for Educational Equality,
878 S.W.2d 446; Gibson 952 S.W.2d 239 and State Hwy. Comm'n 303 S.W.2d
120 defining the completeness of the claims or judicial units dismissed could not
be reversed by the Western District of Missouri Court of Appeals.
The appellant does not support Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners’ decision
to dispatch some of his claims against fewer than all the defendants into separately
appealable judgments or the reason for which the appellant believes Hon. Judge
Michael W. Manners did so. The plaintiff has worked to vindicate his legal right to
enter the Missouri market for hospital supplies through a substantive trial on the
issues for over six years in Kansas and Missouri federal courts.
Consumers in the market and the State of Missouri itself (lgl. file v. 1 pg.
19-23) have been injured by the lack of competition. Judgments of dismissal with
prejudice of fewer than all the parties before the end of the litigation have never
been encountered by the plaintiff in federal courts and obviously confused the
competent and experienced Missouri state law practitioner Peter F. Daniel of
Lathrop & Gage L.C. Clearly the appellant as a pro se plaintiff was supposed to
8

discover he could not appeal Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners’ order dismissing
all claims against all parties except the defendant Lathrop & Gage, P.C. until after
the trial more than a year and a half later in 2009.
It is not however the plaintiff or Lathrop & Gage, P.C. that determines the
disposition of the plaintiff’s claims. Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners as the trial
court judge has the discretion to determine if some parties or claims are to enjoy a
final judgment without delaying that resolution until the end of the litigation: “The
circuit judge, in exercising that discretion, is granted broad latitude to act as a
"dispatcher" of the case. Curtiss-Wright Corp. v. General Electric Co., 446 U.S. 1,
8, 100 S.Ct. 1460, 1465, 64 L.Ed.2d 1 (1980).” Committee for Educational
Equality v. State, 878 S.W.2d 446 at 453 (Mo., 1994).
The beneficiaries of this scheme as it was designed are the defendants
represented by Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP and Shughart Thomson & Kilroy,
P.C. The doctrine of judicial estoppel prevents these defendants from contesting
jurisdiction over this appeal on the issue of whether the trial court had properly
determined Rule 74.01(b)’s “no just reason for delay” requirement inherent in the
“DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE” judgment. “Judicial estoppel applies to
prevent litigants from taking a position in one judicial proceeding, thereby
obtaining benefits from that position in that instance and later, in a second
proceeding, taking a contrary position in order to obtain benefits from such a
contrary position at that time." Besand v. Gibbar, 982 S.W.2d 808, 810 (Mo. App.
E.D. 1998).
9

The parties represented by Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP and Shughart
Thomson & Kilroy, P.C. are prohibited under the doctrine of judicial estoppel
from asserting objections to the jurisdiction of the Western District court over this
timely appeal because of the inexorably intertwined res judicata arguments
through which their trial court dismissals were obtained.
Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP and Shughart Thomson & Kilroy, P.C.
argued that mere interim orders in Kansas District Court should warrant the
application of res judicata in Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners’ court despite the
requirement for a final judgment under Noll v. Noll, 286 S.W.2d 58, 60-61
(Mo.App.1956); Restatement (Second) of Judgments § 13 (1982).
If this court does not yet have jurisdiction over this appeal under Rule
74.01(b) then the dismissal was in error because “res judicata principles will not
apply to make the trial court's decision, as it now exists, preclusive of issues in
future litigation.” Committee for Educational Equality v. State, 878 S.W.2d 446 at
454 (Mo., 1994).
This court has observed that judicial estoppel is not particularly limited in
its application to protect the integrity of courts:
“New Hampshire v. Maine, 532 U.S. 742, 750 (2001) (noting that
judicial estoppel is often invoked to "prohibit[] parties from deliberately
changing positions according to the exigencies of the moment" and that
"[t]he circumstances under which judicial estoppel may appropriately be
invoked are probably not reducible to any general formulation of principle")
(internal quotations omitted).”
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Dick v. Children's Mercy Hospital, No. WD # 61616 at fn 5. (MO
5/25/2004) (Mo, 2004).
Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP; Shughart Thomson & Kilroy, P.C. and the
Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners are correct in their common view of the law
making the parties and claims dismissed independent judicial units. The
defendants represented by Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP and Shughart Thomson
& Kilroy, P.C. are parties, parties in interest or identified as co-conspirators in
Sherman Act and 18 U.S.C. Section 1961, et seq. (“RICO”) based claims in the
concurrent jurisdiction federal actions Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. Novation, et
al, KS Dist. Court case no:05-2299; Samuel Lipari v. US Bancorp, NA, et al, KS.
Dist. Case No. 2:07-cv-02146-CM (formerly Samuel Lipari v. US Bancorp, NA, et
al, 16th Cir Mo. case no. 0616-CV32307); and Samuel Lipari v. General Electric
et al. W. D. of MO. Case No. 07-0849-CV-W-FJG ( formerly Samuel Lipari v.
General Electric et al. 16th Cir. Mo. case no. 0616-CV-07421 and before that
Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. General Electric Company, et al., KS Dist. case
number 03-2324-CM) See Petition Appendix One Procedural History lgl. file v. 1,
pg. 120-125.
The defense firms Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP and Shughart Thomson
& Kilroy, P.C. and Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners (who also presided over the
appellant’s other Missouri state actions) are aware of how the many parties and
claims related to excluding entrants from the Missouri market for hospital supplies
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can be divided into separate “distinct judicial units” as defined by Thornton, 36
S.W.3d 398, 402.
The en banc court in Committee for Educational Equality v. State, 878
S.W.2d 446 (Mo., 1994) looked to federal cases dealing with F.R.C.P. 54(b), to
define what is a separate claim or single unit of rights under Rule 74.01(b) which
itself was adopted from 54(b). The Missouri Supreme Court stated that “Where a
federal rule has been construed by the federal courts and our Court thereafter
adopts a rule on the same subject using identical language, there is no principled
way to ignore the federal cases. Committee for Ed. Id. S.W.2d at 451.
The Western District court also recognizes that “Section 416.141 provides
that Missouri's antitrust provision ‘shall be construed in harmony with ruling
judicial interpretations of comparable federal antitrust statutes.’ § 416.141.” North
Kansas City Hosp. Bd. of Trustees v. St. Luke's Northland Hosp., 984 S.W.2d 113
at 120 (Mo. App.W.D., 1998). The US Supreme Court determined the rule for the
separatableness of parties and claims under the Sherman Antitrust Act in Lawlor v.
National Screen Service Corp., 349 U.S. 322, 75 S.Ct. 865, 99 L.Ed. 1122 (1955)
(cited by appellant lgl. file v. 4 at pg. 595) providing for the plainitiff’s right to not
sue all antitrust co-conspirators in a single action; prior judgments cannot bar
claims on subsequent conduct. See Lawlor, 349 U.S. at 329, 75 S.Ct. 865 and that
under Zenith Radio Corp. v. Hazeltine Research, Inc., 401 U.S. 321, 91 S.Ct. 795,
28 L.Ed.2d 77 (1971) (cited by appellant lgl. file v. 4 at pg. 593) the plaintiff has a
right to bring antitrust and RICO claims (Bankers Trust, 859 F.2d at 1096) each
12

time a plaintiff suffers an injury caused by an illegal act of the defendants because
a cause of action accrues to recover damages based on that injury.
Of course these rules are also clearly established under the controlling
precedent of the State of Missouri and the Western District court in State ex rel.
J.E. Dunn Const. Co. v. Fairness in Const. Bd. of City of Kansas City, 960 S.W.2d
507 at 513 (Mo. App.W.D., 1997) See lgl. file v. 4 at pg. 593.
It is not lost on the appellant what is happening here. The controlling law of
this state and jurisdiction prevented the appellant’s claims from being dismissed
for res judicata. See lgl. file v. 4 at pg. 593-604. Missouri trial courts are
cautioned not to bypass the formal procedures to resolve a claim just because the
public significance is immense:
“It is unwise for courts to shortcut procedural requirements necessary to fully
and fairly address the substantive issues in cases of great public significance,
when those same procedures would be required without pause in cases of
lesser magnitude.”
Committee for Educational Equality v. State, 878 S.W.2d 446 at 454 (Mo.,
1994).
The defendants’ assertion of res judicata itself was a misrepresentation of
the controlling Missouri law regarding the requirements for the finality of
judgment element and the application of federal law for determining the finality of
federal cases for claim and issue preclusion since the petition clearly address
subsequent conduct by the defendants in new and distinct schemes to maintain a
monopoly and to further monopolize Missouri’s market for hospital supplies. The
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appellant defended his petition against dismissal on that basis by citing to
controlling precedent of the Western District court Missouri Supreme Court in J.E.
Dunn, 960 S.W.2d 507 and the US Supreme Court in Lawlor, 349 U.S. at 329 and
Hazeltine Research, Inc., 401 U.S. 321 Supra.
A strong public policy exists behind the Missouri state legislature’s creation
of a statutory provision in Rule 74.01(b) that permits parties and claims to be
dismissed or to seek a review through appeal before the resolution of an entire
litigation. The plaintiff is in his sixth year. The defendants’ dismissals may be
found to be valid upon review and they would thereby be released from liability.
However, if the court’s dismissals are not yet ripe for review, the judgment will be
subject to modification, and because the appellant has done all within his power to
seek appellate review, res judicata principles will not apply to make the trial
court's decision, as it now exists, preclusive of issues in future litigation.”
Committee for Educational Equality v. State, 878 S.W.2d 446 at 454 (Mo., 1994).
The defendants’ law firms Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP and Shughart
Thomson & Kilroy, P.C. obtained the interim decisions they sought to assert in the
Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners’ court through the fraud of arguing the
appellant’s complaints did not state the elements of a claim when the complaints
clearly states the elements from the controlling precedents of the jurisdictions in
the same order the guiding appellate decisions recited the elements and with
supporting averments of material facts. The appellant’s petition before Hon. Judge
Michael W. Manners clearly was written to the same standard. See lgl. file v. 1 pg.
14

103-118. The judge could readily discern from the face of the pleadings of the
motions to dismiss that the defense firms Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP and
Shughart Thomson & Kilroy, P.C. were seeking that he make a similarly
erroneous ruling. The Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners has avoided making a
clearly erroneous ruling on its face like the appellant has suffered in the federal
courts by not stating in writing his reasons for granting the defendants’ dismissals.
“ ‘When a court does not explain its decision, an appellate court should be
skeptical.’ Horn v. Transcon Lines, Inc., 898 F.2d 589, 592 (7th Cir.1990).”
Columbia Mut. Ins. Co. v. Epstein, 200 S.W.3d 547 at 550 (Mo. App., 2006)
The plaintiff/appellant can certainly empathize with the Hon. Judge
Michael W. Manners who as a former plaintiff’s attorney could readily see the
score. The defendants are among the richest and most powerful parties someone
could sue in this state and working with the most powerful officials in Missouri
and Kansas. See lgl. file v. 1 pg. 46-56. The conduct both in monopolizing the
market and in protecting that market had support at the highest levels of the state
and federal government. See lgl. file v. 1 pg. 29-37. The plaintiff had clearly
experienced outcomes in every other venue that defied all rules and yet appellate
courts would avoid reviewing the decisions.
The Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners had to weigh the prospects of a pro
se plaintiff in the most complicated of litigation that would tie up and choke off
the ability of Division 2 of the 16th Circuit to adjudicate the matters of the
community. From the facts of the petition, no Missouri attorney can represent the
15

appellant without being destroyed financially and personally (probably even
disbarred if they are ethical and follow the rules and law if not directly by the State
of Missouri then by the State of Kansas on a separate pretext then destroyed
professionally here). See lgl. file v. 1 pg. 75-92.
The Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners from his unique vantage point as trial
judge over matters that are extra-judicial to the appellants’ cases could also see
that the Attorney General for the State of Missouri was in practical terms
powerless to enforce the antitrust law against the defendants when even a less
ambitious vindication of Missouri state sunshine statutes to produce the Insure
Missouri noncompetitive bidding documents ( see ¶¶ 250-265 lgl. file v. 1 pg. 4246; only a microcosm of the discovery the plaintiff would pursue) was taxing the
most competent attorneys in the action State Of Mo ex rel v. Matthew R Blunt et
al. 19th Cir. Case no. 08AC-CC00370. The Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners could
see Scott Eckersley the government attorney that was an inside witness to the
unlawful destruction of email evidence (lgl. file v. 1 pg. 42-46) sought by the
Associated Press was in fact nearly destroyed professionally and financially by the
holders of that evidence, being subjected to an attorney discipline complaint for
acting ethically (like the appellant’s initial attorney) and fired from his
government job on a pretext. Scott Eckersley v Matthew Roy Blunt et al 16th Cir.
Case no. 0816-CV00118 also presided over by the Hon. Judge Michael W.
Manners.
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And in the appellant’s related litigation this court over the underlying
action against the defendants’ General Electric co-conspirators also represented by
Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP , Ex Rel Samuel Lipari, v. Michael Manners WD of
Mo. Case no. 68703 the Western District Court of Appeals clearly was unwilling
to require the Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners to order that the appellant receive
any discovery from disclosures or motions to compel despite clearly frivolous
blanket assertions by Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP that all documents in the
possession of the defendants were irrelevant and therefore undiscoverable.
The Western District Court of Appeals docketed the mandamus on
8/13/2007 and disposed of the appellant’s grave concerns the same day without a
written explanation. Ultimately when the material misrepresentations to the court
by Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP’s attorneys were repeated and documented, the
Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners permitted amendment of the claims to include
violations of 18 USC §§ 1961 et seq. over the conduct resulting in Husch
Blackwell Sanders LLP removing the action to federal court.
Maybe with the wisdom of Solomon, the Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners
reduced another decade of litigation that would have taxed the judicial resources
of this state into a trial by High Card Draw. Instead of a trial determining the
merits of the plaintiff’s claims on substantive issues through the normal procedure
of discovery followed by dispositive motions and maybe a jury trial, the court
elected to give the pro se appellant one small chance to make the appellate review
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jurisdictional deadline by knowing to file a timely notice of appeal even though
the case was not over.
In this one small ghost of a chance to save the appellant’s life’s work of
trying to lower healthcare costs and his colorable claims with obvious merit, the
appellant with no knowledge of Missouri State appeals, deadlines or the change in
Missouri State law governing appeals from less than a complete resolution of all
claims against all parties was forced by the Hon. Judge Michael W. Manners to
pick a card. By sheer chance, the plaintiff picked the Ace of Spades by filing his
Notice of Appeal on 8/13/2008, not at the conclusion of his litigation against the
remaining party Lathrop & Gage L.C. in 2009. The plaintiff can’t help it if he’s
lucky.
Respectively submitted,

S/Samuel K. Lipari
____________________
Samuel K. Lipari
Pro se
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and accurate copy of the foregoing
instrument was forwarded this 3rd day of September, 2008, by first class mail
postage prepaid to:
John K. Power, Esq. Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP, 1200 Main Street, Suite 2300
Kansas City , MO 64105
Jay E. Heidrick, Shughart Thomson & Kilroy, P.C. 32 Corporate Woods, Suite
1100 , 9225 Indian Creek Parkway Overland Park, Kansas 66210
William G. Beck, Peter F. Daniel, J. Alison Auxter, Lathrop & Gage LC, 2345
Grand Boulevard, Suite 2800, Kansas City, MO 64108

S/Samuel K. Lipari
____________________
Samuel K. Lipari
297 NE Bayview
Lee's Summit, MO 64064
816-365-1306
saml@medicalsupplychain.com
Pro se
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